Out of State VIN Inspection

All VIN inspections **MUST** meet the following criteria in order to be accepted.

1. VIN inspection must be provided on official police department letter head.
2. VIN must be read in two (2) locations on the vehicle
3. State which two (2) locations the VIN was read from.
4. List the Current mileage for the Vehicle
5. List the Name and Rhode Island address for the person registering
6. List the year, make, model and color of vehicle
7. Name of the officer conducting the inspection
8. Badge Number of officer conducting the inspection
9. Signature of the officer conducting the inspection

Completed inspections must be faxed to the Enforcement Section located at the Cranston Division of Motor Vehicles location.

Fax #: 401-462-5789

Approved VIN Inspections may be picked up at the Enforcement office on the first floor of the Cranston DMV.